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Part First

CHAPTER ONE

GUIDING PRINCIPLES IN THE INTERPRETATION OF LITERATURE

1. Proper Point of View. More than one possible.
   External and Internal. Dominance of the subjective.
2. True Relation of the Primary and Secondary. Illustrations—Allen, etc. The microscopic method.
7. Constructive and Positive Criticism.
8. Emphasis of the Inner Spirit of Literature. The difficulty, interest and benefits of the study.

CHAPTER TWO

A DEFINITION OF LITERATURE

Difficulty of clear definition. History of opinion. Bosnett’s four causes of such diversity. Views of Worcester, Hallam, Brooke, Jebb, etc. Emphasis of Bosnett’s and Bascom’s views. Suggestions as to such definitions (1—3). Statement of correct definition. Involves certain elements (1—4). Consequent